Abstract-To deal with a time-varying nature of the wireless channel, the most modern wireless systems use link adaptation in which the transmission rate is adjusted according to the current fading status to ensure reliable communication. For example, the current long-term evolution (LTE) standards require the user equipment (UE) to report channel quality indicator (CQI) to the base station (BS) to determine the data rate of a transmission (code) block. Such link adaptation effectively eliminates fadinginduced outage and provides ergodic throughput in the long run. When there is delay in CQI feedback, however, such knowledge of the channel status is inevitably outdated, and outage becomes problematic again. In this paper, we characterize a future channel in which the reported CQI is actually used as a conditional random variable given current channel observation. The dependence of the future channel to the current observation is captured by channel correlation. By considering an outage event as a failed transmission, we can compute probability of successful transmission for each value of transmission rate to determine the best transmission rate which maximizes the expected throughput. If ergodicity holds for a channel process, then such expected throughput becomes close to an empirical throughput in the long run.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A time-varying nature (fading) is one of the most important properties of wireless channel, and the most modern wireless systems exhibit a very high degree of adaptivity through the use of link adaptation. When link adaptation is used, the transmission rate is adjusted according to the current fading status to always ensure reliable communication. For example, the current long-term evolution (LTE) standards require the user equipment (UE) to report channel quality indicator (CQI) to the base station (BS) to determine the data rate of a transmission (code) block. Each CQI value is typically mapped to certain transmission rate (the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) in LTE terminology), and hence, it can be thought that the UE determines and notifies the BS the maximum data rate it can support ensuring certain target block error rate (BLER). This paper focuses on the way how the UE should determine such rate.
Let us first consider an information-theoretic aspect of this problem which provides motivation of the proposed approach in this paper. We first assume that the channel state information (CSI) or fading status is available at the UE, i.e. the receiver. Consider the case in which the receiver perfectly observes the current channel condition, and its corresponding achievable rate, i.e., CQI is reported to the BS, i.e., transmitter correctly. If we consider a canonical setting of fast fading in which we see extremely rich channel variation in each code block, then the CQI for every block needs to be almost identical, and consequently, the problem becomes trivial. Hence, the more relevant scenario is slower fading in which each code block potentially sees different fading. In slow fading scenario, the situation essentially becomes a 'delay-limited capacity' problem with perfect CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) which has been well studied in literature (see [1] for summary). Only difference to the typical power allocation strategy would be 'variable-rate' transmission resulted from inherent nature of CQI determination process.
A recent article by Lozano and Jindal [2] talks about a very interesting aspect of link adaptation in the modern wireless system. Because of CSIT in link-adaptation equipped wireless system, a notion of outage becomes irrelevant in slow fading. Instead, due to presence of multiple transmission blocks, ergodic capacity which is canonically considered in a fast fading scenario emerges as an appropriate metric in this case. It is not difficult to see that the long-term throughput of link adaptation essentially becomes ergodic capacity obtained in a canonical fast fading scenario [3] , and 'variable-rate' link adaptation is closely related to multiplexed multiple codebook scheme in [3] .
An interesting thing to consider here is seemingly paradoxical coexistence of ergodicity and outage in the title of this paper. Although ergodicity becomes an important property in link adaptation as discussed above, what we claim in this paper is that a notion of outage reemerges also as appropriate in practical link adaptation. This is due to an important phenomenon in CQI feedback, which is 'delay'. Since CQI has to be delivered via uplink wireless channel, and since additional processing time is potentially needed at the transmitter, there is inevitable and non-negligible delay between the receiver's CQI reporting time and the transmitter's actual application time of this CQI. Due to this delay, the transmitter's knowledge of the current channel status would be incorrect, and there follows potential outage.
In this paper, we characterize a future channel in which the reported CQI is actually used as a conditional random variable given current channel observation. The dependence of the future channel to the current observation is captured by channel correlation. By considering an outage event as a failed transmission, we can compute probability of successful transmission for each value of transmission rate to determine the best transmission rate which maximizes the expected throughput. If ergodicity holds for a channel process, then the expected throughput must be close to an empirical throughput in the long run, and we will end up with a strategy which is optimal in ergodic sense.
There are considerable number of papers in literature which study link adaptation in a practical wireless system. In [4] , ergodic throughput is considered as a performance measure of link adaptation while designing a finite set of possible transmission rates is a focus under perfect CSIT and CSIR. Hence, uncertainty of CSIT due to CQI delay is not considered there. In [5] , a partial CSIT is considered for uncoded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to design an adaptive power and bit loading scheme. The channel information at the transmitter is characterized as a Gaussian random variable whose center corresponds to the estimate. Note that future channel we consider in this paper can also be interpreted in this way by treating conditional mean of it as the estimate. Since the expected bit error rate (BER) of detection which plays a similar role to the outage probability of this paper is used to determine the best strategy in [5] , it can be viewed as an uncoded version of the approach given in this paper in a more complicated OFDM setup. What we would like to emphasize in this paper is interplay between ergodicity and outage which is hard to visualize in such a setup. The effect of CQI delay is explicitly considered in [6] , [7] . In [6] , the concept of outage due to CQI delay is used to analyze the performance, but the CQI determination algorithm ignores such delay. A similar result to what is provided in this paper is established independently in [7] . In [7] , channel observation at one time instance is used to generate CQI, and the future channel is modeled as a first-order GaussianMarkov process while multiple past channel observations can be used where channels at multiple time instances are modeled as jointly Gaussian in this paper. Such differences result in different characterizations of conditional probabilities and objective functions, which require overall different analytical treatment. Papers such as [8] - [10] specifically discuss a CQI determination problem, and estimation/prediction of a future channel is the main focus.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes channel model used in this paper. Section III describes the proposed scheme in detail and presents performance evaluation. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
Consider the following single-input single-output (SISO) block flat fading channel model corresponding to the nth symbol of the ith code block with channel output y i [n] at the receiver, channel input x i [n] from the transmitter, background noise z i [n], and the channel h i .
where N is the code block length. We assume that background
is Rayleigh fading process which means that h i ∼ CN (0, 1), and P represents signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We assume that {h i } ∞ i=1 is jointly Gaussian. One example of such process can be found in Clarke's model [11, Ch. 2] 
which satisfies E[h
for all integer l where f D is Doppler shift, T b is code block duration, and J 0 is a zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind. From now on, we will proceed analysis as if CQI determination is conducted at the transmitter side, and this transforms the original problem to a special case of delayed CSIT. CSIT delay will be fixed as l d code block duration throughout the paper, i.e., CSIT available at the ith code block corresponds to the channel at the (i − l d )th code block.
One thing to note is that this problem now can also be viewed as a problem of partial CSIT. A problem of partial CSIT in fading channel has already been comprehensively studied in [12] . While the problem at hand is naturally related to the one considered in [12] , there are several factors which differentiate them. One difference comes from the fact that 'fixed-rate' coding with dynamic power allocation is considered in [12] while 'variable-rate' coding must be considered here. The main difference, however, comes from underlying ergodicity assumption. In the problem we consider, ergodicity in one code block cannot be assumed which naturally brings notion of outage with partial CSIT while ergodicity is assumed in one code block in [12] . In a sense, the case considered in [12] is rich fading partial CSIT problem.
For the code block i, we assume that the maximum achievable transmission data rate is the same as the capacity of h i which is
Note that the length N of each code block is assumed to approach infinity here. The number of transmission blocks also needs to go to infinity at the same time to exploit ergodicity.
III. OUTAGE-BASED ERGODIC LINK ADAPTATION A. Description of the scheme
Consider the ith code block. This code block would result in error if and only if the attempted transmission data rate R is greater than C i , i.e., an outage occurs. As mentioned earlier, h i can be viewed as a random variable conditioned on available observations when there is CSIT delay, and hence, outage probability can be computed for each value of R. This outage probability can be used to further compute the expected throughput at the ith code block. To compute outage probability, we first need to identify distribution of h i conditioned on observation. To do that, we need the following lemma.
T is a Gaussian random vector with real numbers, then given Y = y,
where
, and Σ X = Σ XX .
Let h obs(i) be the vector of channel observations used to determine the rate for the ith code block. Since real and imaginary part are uncorrelated in Rayleigh fading, we can apply Lemma 1 independently to real and imaginary parts of h obs (i) 
and
Outage probability P out (R) of the ith code block for given R can be expressed as
Note that |h i | 2 given h obs(i) has noncentral chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, and its cdf is given as
where Q 1 is a Marcum Q-function defined as
where I 0 is a modified Bessel function of order 0. Therefore,
We can also express the expected throughput T P i|ĥ obs(i) (R) of the ith code block for given R as
The proposed scheme is to choose R which is the solution of max R T P i|ĥ obs(i) (R) as the transmission data rate of the ith code block. It can be seen that T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) becomes the same as the case where |h i | is Rayleigh distributed if σ i = 0. In other words, if channel is uncorrelated, then delayed CSIT fails to give any information about current channel. Hence, the proposed scheme as well as conventional methods of predicting channel would be beneficial only if there is considerable correlation in the channel. Performances of the proposed scheme with respect to various channel correlations will be presented later in this paper. It can be easily seen that the transmitter allocates the same rate for code block i's which share the same value of h obs(i) =ĥ obs(i) . If we only consider the actual throughput of code blocks with those i's, then it must converge to max R T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) given ergodicity of the channel, and the proposed scheme indeed maximizes the actual long-term throughput .
B. Determination of search interval

T P i|ĥ obs(i)
(R) given in (11) involves Marcum Q-function which does not have a closed form expression, and this implies that the solution of max R T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) cannot be found analytically. In the case when T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) is convex, well known existing algorithms can be applied to find the solution of max R T P i|ĥ obs(i) (R) [14] . To the authors' best knowledge, however, T P i|ĥ obs(i) (R) is not known or can be proved to be convex, and hence, we will consider quantized search for determination of R in the proposed scheme. To conduct such search efficiently, we will discuss ways to establish finite search interval in this section.
Since we need to make sure that the solution of the original optimization problem max R T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) belongs to the search interval [R L , R U ], R L and R U must satisfy the following conditions. First,
≤ 0 for all R > R U . Hence, our objective is to find hopefully small R U and large R L satisfying these conditions. The following theorem gives the interval [R L , R U ] which the solution of max R T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) always belongs to. Proof: T P i|ĥ obs(i) (R) can be written as follows.
Hence,
The above expression still involves Q 1 (·) and I 0 (·) which do not have closed form expressions. Hence, we consider bounds on these functions to obtain an analytical solution on the search interval.
To find R U , let us first upper bound
dR by upper bounding Q 1 (·). Bounds on Marcum Q-function have been studied considerably as seen in [15] and references therein. In [15] , the upper bound of Q 1 (α, βγ(R)) is given for βγ(R) > α as
which is shown to be quite tight by numerical evaluation in [15] . Here, erfc(
x ≥ 0, and the fact that it does not have a closed form expression again becomes problematic. To proceed further, we need to upper bound erfc(x). To simplify analysis, we consider a upper bound of erfc(x) which consists of a single exponential term. Well known Chernoff bound which is given as erfc(x) ≤ 2 exp(−x 2 ) [16] is an example of such a bound. In [16] , it is shown that exp(−x 2 ) is the best upper bound of erfc(x) among general single-term exponential-type bounds a exp(−bx 2 ), where a, b > 0. By using this, we get
By upper bounding Q 1 (α, βγ(R)) in this way, we get
It can be seen that R U can be found using the above expression without further bounding I 0 (·). Indeed, we can say that
To find R L , we need to lower bound T P i|ĥ obs (i) (R) by lower bounding Q 1 (α, βγ(R)). A tight lower bound is also derived in [15] , but its complicated expression makes it hard to analyze, and hence, we use another lower bound given in [15] which turns out to be looser by numerical evaluation in [15] . The lower bound has the following expression.
Then,
We can say that
, and R L =R.
C. Performance evaluation
To evaluate performance of the proposed scheme, we consider the following conventional schemes to compare with. 1) Scheme 1 (A scheme which ignores observation) Since this scheme ignores observation, the transmission data rate of this scheme is fixed throughout whole transmission. This scheme treats each channel instance as a random variable which is circularly symmetric white Gaussian. Then, similar to the proposed scheme, the rateR 1 of this scheme is determined to maximize the expected throughput at each instance, and it is the solution of max RT P (R), whereT P (R) = R exp(− It would be natural to consider a method which minimizes mean square error. The best predictionĥ i of h i in that
iĥobs(i) . Then, the transmission data rateR 2,i must be the capacity of the predicted channel which isR 2,i = log 2 (1 + P |σ
It can be seen thatR 1 would be the allocated rate of the proposed scheme when there is no channel correlation, i.e., α = 0. This also means that performances of these two schemes would not be much different when channel correlation is not high enough. Furthermore, it can be seen from Theorem 1 that R U = R L when α = 0. Therefore,R 1 = R U where R U is the solution of R2 R = P ln 2 . As described above, Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 have closed form solutions for the allocated rate, and hence, only the proposed scheme requires search of the allocated rate. We consider search in the interval [R L , R U ] with 100 evenly distributed points. Under Clarke's model, we set T b = 1 ms and l d = 8. Figure 1 shows the throughput results for various values of Doppler shift f D . 10 4 channel realizations are considered, and the assumption of block error resulted from outage event is used. Note that the channel observation size K varies according to f D as indicated in Figure 1 to ensure sufficient correlation between observations and a future channel. Note that Doppler shift f d = 30 Hz corresponds to approximately 20 km/h of the UE speed. An interesting to note is surprisingly poor performance of prediction-based method. When f d = 30 Hz, performance of the predictionbased method is almost universally upper bounded by that of the blind method. Performance of prediction-based method would possibly become better as the number of channel observations increase, but such increase is typically limited in practice due to increased complexity of matrix operation. In any case, the proposed scheme is seen to considerably outperform other methods, and it would be interesting to see its performance in more complicated setup which possibly creates model mismatch as will be discussed in Section IV.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm which maximizes long-term throughput for ergodic fading channel with delayed CSIT. In a simple evaluation setup, the proposed scheme is shown to significantly outperform the predictionbased and the blind method. While this much gain is an encouraging sign for the proposed approach, practically implementing this algorithm would require several modifications. First, we assumed that fading-induced outage is the only cause of incorrect transmission. In practice, however, non-zero BLER can occur any time due to imperfectness of the system. Secondly, frequency selectivity due to multi-path fading as well as fading inside a code block needs to be considered as well. These modifications would be interesting future work.
We can also think of generalization to other than SISO block fading model. In SIMO case, the expected throughput would involve generalized Marcum Q-function Q M (·) due to multiple antenna.
One thing to note is that we discussed adaptive nature of the modern wireless system in terms of link adaptation. There is another important aspect of the modern wireless system related to adaptivity, which is hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ). Since HARQ effectively reduces risk of incorrect CQI, one may think that a very good CQI reporting scheme which acknowledges feedback delay is not needed. It would also be interesting to see if the proposed approach still maintains advantage and/or how it can be modified in this case.
